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Not Your Father’s Faculty Bibliography:
Making University Scholarly Output Shine

Faculty Preferences
When you search for scholarly papers on a topic, which do you prefer?

- 31% A list where every result has full content immediately available.
- 53% A more comprehensive list of results that includes some items for which full content is not available.
- 16% I do not have a preference.

Showcase Your Research!
Institutional Repository
- Single source for full bibliography, whether manuscript is hosted on IR or on publisher site
- RSS feeds integrate bibliography into faculty and department web pages
- Social Scholarly network link to IR for durable and consistent URLs

EBSCO Discovery Service
- University icon next to records from databases
- Discoverable in the most-used search interface
- Links to publisher hosted full text via OpenURL

EBSbulk
- University icon next to records from databases
- Discoverable in the most-used search interface
- Links to publisher hosted full text via OpenURL

EDS Search Results

 Normalize & Enhance
- Map to DC
- Normalize Department
- SHERPA/RoMEO
- Verify Rights

Institutional Repository
- Attach Manuscript
- Generate OpenURL
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Special thanks to Erica England and the UCF Scholarly Communications Work Group for early work on the UCF Faculty Bibliography. For more project history, see the Online Handbook.